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A Middle Eocene lowland humid subtropical “Shangri-La” ecosystem in central Tibet
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Tibet's ancient topography and its role in climatic and biotic evolution remain speculative due to a paucity of quantitative surface-height measurements through time and space, and sparse fossil records. However, newly discovered fossils from a present elevation of ~4,850 m in central Tibet improve substantially our knowledge of the ancient Tibetan environment. The 70 plant fossil taxa so far recovered include the first occurrences of several modern Asian lineages and represent a Middle Eocene (~47 Mya) humid subtropical ecosystem. The fossils not only record the diverse composition of the ancient Tibetan biota, but also allow us to constrain the Middle Eocene land surface height in central Tibet to ~1,500 ± 900 m, and quantify the prevailing thermal and hydrological regimes. This “Shangri-La”–like ecosystem experienced monsoon seasonality with a mean annual temperature of ~19 °C, and frosts were rare. It contained few Gondwana taxa, yet was compositionally similar to contemporaneous floras in both North America and Europe. Our discovery quantifies a key part of Tibetan paleoecology and climate, and highlights the importance of Tibet in regard to the origin of modern Asian plant species and the evolution of global biodiversity.

Significance

The ancient topography of the Tibetan Plateau and its role in biotic evolution are still poorly understood, mostly due to a lack of fossil evidence. Our discovery of ~47-Mya plant fossils from a present elevation of 4,850 m in central Tibet, diminishes, significantly, that lack of knowledge. The fossils represent a humid subtropical vegetation and some of the 70 different plant forms show affinity to Early-Middle Eocene floras in both North America and Europe. Using leaf architecture, we calculate that the forest grew at ~1,500-m elevation within an east-west trending valley under a monsoonal climate. Our findings highlight the complexity of Tibet's ancient landscape and emphasize the importance of Tibet in the history of global biodiversity.
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*Shangri-La refers to the fictional hidden valley in Tibet hosting subtropical vegetation from a present elevation of 4,850 m in central Tibet, diminishing, significantly, that lack of knowledge. The fossils represent a humid subtropical vegetation and some of the 70 different plant forms show affinity to Early-Middle Eocene floras in both North America and Europe. Using leaf architecture, we calculate that the forest grew at ~1,500-m elevation within an east-west trending valley under a monsoonal climate. Our findings highlight the complexity of Tibet's ancient landscape and emphasize the importance of Tibet in the history of global biodiversity.
Details of the topographic evolution of Tibet are still unclear despite decades of investigation (4, 5). Isotopic compositions of carbonates recovered from sediments in some parts of central Tibet have been interpreted in terms of high (>4 km) Paleogene elevations and aridity (9, 10), but those same successions have yielded isolated mammal (11), fish (12), plant (13–18), and biomarker remains (19) more indicative of a low (<3 km) humid environment, but how low is poorly quantified. Given the complex assembly of Tibet, it is difficult to explain how a plateau might have formed so early and then remained as a surface of low relief during subsequent compression from India (20). Recent evidence from a climate model-mediated interpretation of palm fossils constrains the BNS elevation to below 2.3 km in the Late Paleogene (16), but more precise paleoelevation estimates are required. Further fossil discoveries, especially from earlier in the BNS sedimentary records, would document better the evolution of the Tibetan biota, as well as informing our understanding of the elevation and climate in an area that now occupies the center of the Tibetan Plateau.

Our work shows that the BNS hosted a diverse subtropical ecosystem at ∼47 Ma, and this means the area must have been both low and humid. The diversity of the fossil flora allows us to 1) document floristic links to other parts of the Northern Hemisphere, 2) characterize the prevailing paleoclimate, and 3) quantify the elevation at which the vegetation grew. We propose that the “high and dry” central Tibet inferred from some isotope paleoaltimetry (9, 10) reflects a “phantom” elevated paleosurface (20) because fractionation over the bounding mountains allowed only isotopically light moist air to enter the valley, giving a false indication of a high elevation (21).

Results and Discussion

Species Diversity in the Middle Eocene of Central Tibet. The Jianglang biota (31.625121°N, 90.029038°E, 4,850 m above mean sea level (a.m.s.l.), Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1) occurs in five outcrops all within 1.5 km of each other in the Bangor Basin, central Tibetan Plateau. Each outcrop represents a different horizon within a 26-m succession of lacustrine mudstones (Fig. 1C and SI Appendix, Figs. S1 and S2). The entire fossil-bearing section is assigned to the middle part of the Paleocene–Eocene Niubao Formation, and contains a tephra-rich horizon just below fossil assemblage XZBGJL5, dated here as no older than 47.5 ± 0.7 Ma based on the U-Pb age of the youngest zircon population (bed 9 in Fig. 1C and SI Appendix, Table S1). The Niubao Formation underlies the palm-bearing (16) Dingqing Formation, the lower part of which is dated as 23.5 ± 0.2 Ma (22) and the middle to upper parts as 20.7 ± 0.1 Ma (23), also based on zircon U-Pb ages of lacustrine tephras. A Late Paleogene biota from the lower part of the Dingqing Formation yields plants (13, 15–18), insects (24), mammals (11), and fishes (12), all indicative of warm and humid conditions at low elevation (16).

Fig. 1. Map showing the fossil site near Jianglang village, Bangor Basin, central Tibet. (A) Location in relation to major terranes of the Tibetan Plateau. (B) Geological map showing the fossil site and adjacent area. (C) Stratigraphy of the Niubao Formation in the fossil site, Bangor Basin. Assemblage numbers indicated by leaf icons, bed numbers in red.
The Jianglang flora comprises 70 plant fossil morphotypes in various states of preservation (SI Appendix, Fig. S3A). Numerous leaf, fruit, seed, flower, branch, and tuber (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Figs. S4–S8 and Table S2) remains make it the richest Cenozoic flora on the plateau so far discovered. Among these fossils, leaves are the most abundant with 42 distinct morphotypes (broadly equivalent to species), followed by 24 fruit/seed types (SI Appendix, Table S2). None of the modern living relatives of these taxa exist in central Tibet today, and most represent their first fossil records from the plateau, e.g., Apocynaceae, Ceratophyllum, Illigera, Lagokarpos, and Vitaceae (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Figs. S4–S8). While unique for Tibet in terms of overall assemblage composition, some Jianglang taxa occur in the younger (Late Oligocene) Dayu flora of the Dingqing Formation in the nearby Lunpola Basin. These include Ailanthus (13), Cedrelospermum (15), Koelreuteria (17), and Limnobiophyllum (18), indicating that some genera persisted in the core area of what is now the Tibetan Plateau for perhaps as long as ∼25 My. Moreover, fossil insects, fishes, and bird feathers have also been collected from the Jianglang floral layers (SI Appendix, Figs. S9 and S10).

Tibet’s Role for Global Biodiversity. The contribution of Tibet to global biodiversity in deep time has hitherto been overlooked due to a lack of fossil evidence. The Paleocene and early Eocene “redbeds” of the lower Niubao Formation indicate aridity, but the richness of plant species in the Jianglang flora evidences a diverse subtropical Shangri-La–like valley ecosystem along the BNS. This persisted in a modified form into the late Oligocene as shown by the Lunpola Basin biota (11–13, 15–18, 24). Significantly, these new floral discoveries show that central Tibet hosted a different plant diversity in deep time from that which exists now.}

![Fig. 2. Representative plant taxa in the Middle Eocene Jianglang flora from central Tibetan Plateau. (A) Lagokarpos tibetensis fruit (XZBGJL1-0383). (B and C) legume fruits (XZBGJL1-0012, XZBGJL3-0009). (D) Koelreuteria (Sapindaceae) capsular valves (XZBGJL5-0029). (E) Ceratophyllum (Ceratophyllaceae) achene (XZBGJL5-0545). (F) Stephania (Menispermaceae) endocarp (XZBGJL5-0524). (G) Unknown flower (XZBGJL1-0008). (H) cf. Colocasia (Araceae) tubers (XZBGJL5-0231). (I) Illigera (Hernandiaceae) fruit (XZBGJL1-0003). (J) legume leaflet (XZBGJL5-0123). (K) Vitaceae seed (XZBGJL1-0018). (L) Asclepiadospermum marginatum (Apocynaceae) seed (XZBGJL5-0432). (M) Cedreleae (Meliaceae) seed (XZBGJL5-0034). (N) Limnobiophyllum (Araceae) whole plant (XZBGJL5-0177). (O) Ailanthus maximus (Simaroubaceae) samara (XZBGJL5-0007). (P) Cedrelospermum (Ulmaceae) young fruit-bearing branch (XZBGJL5-0033). (Q) Cedrelospermum (Ulmaceae) leaf (XZBGJL5-0533). (R) Myrtales leaf (XZBGJL5-0166). (S) Ziziphus (Rhamnaceae) leaf (XZBGJL1-0023). (Scale bars, 10 mm: A, C, D, H, N, O, R, S; 5 mm: B, G, I, J, P, Q; 2 mm: E, F, K–M.)](https://www.pnas.org/content/117/52/32991.fig.2)
on the plateau now, but many fossil taxa in these Tibetan Paleogene floras still survive at low elevations in regions adjacent to the plateau, e.g., the southern slope of the Himalaya, the Hengduan Mountains, and Southeast Asia, all of which are modern globally significant centers of high biodiversity (25). The numerous first occurrences of taxa within a Middle Eocene central Tibetan lowland surrounding by high relief, and exposed to a temporally varying global climate (26), provide evidence of an ideal setting for biodiversity generation (27), from which lineages dispersed more widely. Because all taxa in the BNS floras no longer exist on the plateau, molecular data alone cannot record the biogeographic history of Tibet. Thus, the Jianglang fossils record the presence and composition of a diverse, but extinct, Tibetan ecosystem that could not be evidenced any other way.

The discovery of the Jianglang biota points to Tibet being a hitherto unrecognized ancient locus of floral diversity. Although the correlation between topographic complexity and biodiversity is well-documented, the relationship between the Tibetan region orography, Asian monsoons, and biodiversity is complex and poorly understood (28). Many components of the Jianglang flora represent the oldest fossil records of those taxa in Asia, e.g., Apocynaceae, Cedrelospermum, Lagokarpus, and Limnobiotryum, altering our understanding of the early evolution of those plants. Overall, the Jianglang species assemblage is most similar to that of the Early-Middle Eocene Green River flora in the western interior United States of America (USA) (SI Appendix, Fig. S11 and Table S2) with ~16 taxa in common at the genus/family level, including some with unclear taxonomic affinities to modern plants (SI Appendix, Fig. S11 and Table S2).

The Jianglang flora also contains eight taxa in common at the genus/family level with the Middle Eocene Messel flora in Germany (SI Appendix, Table S2). The partial taxonomic congruence between the Jianglang flora and contemporaneous plant fossil assemblages in North America and Europe argues for relatively free exchange of lineages across the Northern Hemisphere. Equator-to-pole temperature gradients were remarkably shallow during the Eocene (29), with low-latitude mean annual temperatures being surprisingly cool (<30 °C) for a global “hothouse” (30, 31), and warm polar temperatures (ref. 32 and references therein). This shallow thermal gradient allowed much wider distribution of subtropical and tropical plants into the higher latitudes. Notably, however, taxon exchange between central Tibet and the Indian Plate was limited prior to the Middle Eocene according to current paleobotanical records, with so far only Ailanthus demonstrably originating from Gondwana (13). The high (>4-km) Gangdese mountain range along the southern margin of Tibet (2) seems to have provided a significant barrier to plant migration from the south at this time.

**Middle Eocene Paleoclimate and Paleoelevation of Central Tibet.** The composition of the Jianglang flora demonstrates that a heterogenous humid subtropical lowland forest existed in central Tibet (SI Appendix, Table S2) in the Middle Eocene, and seemingly no single genera dominated (SI Appendix, Fig. S3A). By reconstructing ancient climate parameters encoded in leaf morphological traits using the Climate-Leaf Analysis Multivariate Program (CLAMP) (http://clamp.ibcas.ac.cn) (33–35) (Datasets S1–S3), we are able to quantify both the climate and elevation of central Tibet in the Middle Eocene.

CLAMP has been applied widely to fossil floras globally (36), and to Cenozoic floras in the Tibetan region (6, 37). This method constructs a 31-dimensional model of leaf trait space using modern vegetation for which the climate is known, and positions fossil floras passively within that space based on their preserved traits. Fig. 3 A and B show the Jianglang fossil leaf traits are most similar to those seen in modern vegetation adapted to Asian monsoons, from which we infer that the Jianglang paleoclimate was monsoonal.

To position the climate trends (vectors) through trait space we used multiple linear regressions (38) of the climate recorded at the modern vegetation sites. The position of the Jianglang flora within trait space defines its relative position (vector score) along the different vectors. Using vectors positioned within the first four dimensions, which capture 70% of the total variation, a second-order polynomial regression between the vector score and observations translates the vector score of the fossil flora into the predicted paleoclimate. Fig. 3 C and D show regressions for mean annual temperature (MAT) and moist enthalpy. Regressions for all other climate parameters returned by CLAMP are given in SI Appendix, Figs. S12–S15.

The Jianglang leaf traits indicate a mean annual air temperature of 19 ± 2.4 °C, a cold-month mean temperature of 7 ± 2.9 °C (and so mostly frost-free), and a maximum temperature of the coldest month of 14 ± 3.5 °C. The growing season lasted 11 ± 1 mo. Rainfall during those 11 mo was high at ~2 m, but precipitation was markedly seasonal (wet season: dry season ratio of ~6:1) consistent with a model-predicted valley system (16) and a regional monsoon (40), although the dry season (winter) was short. Despite low rainfall, winter coolness produced the highest humidity with a December–February vapor pressure deficit of 5.6 ± 1.5 hPa as against a summer (June–August) value of 14.8 ± 3.5 hPa, when temperatures in the warmest month averaged >28 °C and rarely fell below 22 ± 2.9 °C. All of the Jianglang climate estimates, with uncertainties, are given in SI Appendix, Table S3.

The subtropical nature of the flora, even at a Middle Eocene latitude possibly ~9° further south (41, 42), implies a relatively low paleoelevation. We calculate the elevation of the lake margin forest using moist enthalpy, also derived from Jianglang leaf form, and use model mediation to obtain a Jianglang sea-level datum (Materials and Methods) (Fig. 3D). This approach yields a paleoelevation of 1.5 ± 0.9 km for the Jianglang vegetation, so below the 2.3-km upper bound indicated by the Late Paleogene palms, and above the inferred ~1-km surface height of the northern Lhasa terrane at 55 Ma (43). This result is also in agreement with a low “near sea-level” Late Eocene (~39 Ma) elevation for the Gerze Basin further west along the BNS (44).

Our results show that central Tibet in the Middle Eocene was neither very high nor dry, but low and humid (SI Appendix, Fig. S16). The discrepancy with isotope-derived paleoelevation estimates can be explained in terms of the rain-out removal of heavy isotopes as predominantly northward monsoon summer airflows passed over the Gangdese mountains, and dry, isotopically light air from the Asian interior flowed southwest over the Tanghula highlands in winter. The resulting isotopically light hydrological system in the central valley, with model moisture pathways suggesting little opportunity for east or west airmass ⁶⁸O enrichment (20), therefore reflects the height of the bounding mountain crests, and so appears as a phantom high plateau (21).

In extremis, it could be argued that the apparently subtropical Eocene flora represents an extinct biota specially adapted to high and dry conditions, and not a valley system at all. But if this were the case, we would have to invoke, across many taxa, unique highly advantageous biological adaptations that no longer exist. This is a form of special pleading that seems implausible because suitable environments favoring such adaptations became more widespread during progressive Cenozoic cooling, meaning that if such biological adaptations ever did exist, they should be widespread today, which they are not. Furthermore, modeling experiments show that simply having a plateau, even one as low as 2.5 km, will induce significant drying across its surface (SI Appendix, Fig. S17).

The subtropical central lowland did not persist long into the Neogene (SI Appendix, Fig. S16). The disappearance of the Jianglang biota and the formation of a plateau-like elevated surface, but
with more relief than now, was likely caused by 1) the rise of the BNS valley floor by northward compression and sediment infilling of the semi-enclosed bathtub-like valley system (16), 2) Neogene drying resulting from the retreat of the Neotethys Ocean (45), as well as 3) the rise of the Himalaya during the Miocene (6, 46), which further hindered moisture penetration into the Tibetan interior from the Indian Ocean. Thus, a high landscape approximating the present plateau formed in the Neogene (SI Appendix, Fig. S16), not solely through a process of tectonic "uplift" with Tibet behaving as a coherent entity, but by a process of gradual evolution of compression-driven landscape modification and "bathtub sedimentation" (47).† These complex landscape changes would have provided a heterogeneous environmental niche matrix within which numerous speciation events would have taken place (48). In the future, the ancient complexity of Tibetan topography needs to be considered when studying the evolution of the modern plateau and its influence on climate and biodiversity (20).

Conclusions
The Jianglang flora provides solid evidence for high plant diversity in central Tibet during the Middle Eocene (~47 Ma). Some genera survived there for at least ~25 My, as shown by their persistence into the Late Oligocene Dayu flora from the Dingqing Formation within the Lunpola Basin (13, 15, 17, 18). Many taxa in the Jianglang flora, e.g., Apocynaceae, Ceratophyllum, Illigera, Lagokarpos, and Vitaceae, represent new discoveries for the plateau, and some are the oldest fossil records for these taxa in Asia, e.g., Apocynaceae, Cedrelospermum, Lagokarpos, and Limnobiophyllum. The floristic composition of the Jianglang flora is remarkably similar to other Early-Middle Eocene floras in the Northern Hemisphere, such as the Green River flora in western interior USA and the Messel flora in Germany. However, the Jianglang flora shows little affinity to Eocene floras from Indian Plate; only Ailanthus demonstrably originated from Gondwana. Since many genera in the Jianglang flora still survive in regions adjacent to the Tibetan Plateau, the discovery of this flora demonstrates the importance of the central Tibetan region to species origins and evolution in Asia, as well as having a role in floristic exchange within the Northern Hemisphere. Such a role would be impossible to infer from molecular data alone.

The composition of the Jianglang flora evidences a diverse Middle Eocene subtropical lowland forest in central Tibet, adapted to a monsoonal climate at ~1,500-m elevation within an east–west trending valley. This valley, and the ecosystem it hosted, persisted until the Miocene, when the high elevation of today’s central Tibetan Plateau was formed by northward compression and sediment infilling of topographic lows. In the future, the

---

†Uplift here refers exclusively to work done against gravity (56).
complex topography of Tibet in the geological past needs to be considered when studying the paleoenvironmental and biodiversity histories on the plateau.

Materials and Methods

Geological Setting. The fossil site is located near Jianglang village, about 25 km north of Pubao Town, Bangor County, central Tibetan Plateau. The fossil-bearing horizons belong to the widely distributed ~3,000-m-thick Niubao Formation, which has been assigned a Paleocene-Eocene age (49). While the Niubao Formation mostly consists of red sandstones, the fossils described here are preserved in gray mudstones in the middle part of the formation.

Zircons were handpicked from crushed samples of a tephra-rich horizon just below the fossil assemblage XZBGJLS (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S2). They were mounted in epoxy resin and polished down to expose grain centers. Representative zircons for analysis were selected by both micrograph and cathodoluminescence imaging, which was conducted with an FEI Nova 450 Nano Scanning Electron Microscope. U-Pb zircon dating was performed using both a Neptune Laser Ablation Multicollector Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometer (LA-ICP-MS) at the Institute of Geology, Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences, and a Thermo Fisher iCAP Queen Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometer (LA-ICP-MS) at Peking University. The isotope data were collected in sets of five scans with a reference zircon 91500 sample (1,062 Ma) and processed by ICPMS DataCal 8.4 software. Ninety-six analysis points on 95 zircons yielded errors in ages between 2,513.0 ± 33.0 Ma and 46.7 ± 1.1 Ma (SI Appendix, Table S1). Eighteen analyses defined an age peak at ~117.6 Ma in the relative probability diagram, which represents the age of the main material source (SI Appendix, Table S1). The youngest zircons with a Concordia age of 47.5 ± 0.7 Ma show the oldest depositional age of the rock. This age accords with the floral similarities to Eocene assemblages in the western USA (Green River) and Germany (Messel), and indicates the age of this flora to be the Middle Eocene, but no older than ~47 Ma.

Fossil Identification and Floristic Comparison. Fossils were collected from five layers, each layer assigned a different number (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Incident light imaging employed a digital camera (Nikon D700) and morphological detail was observed using a stereo microscope (Leica SBAPO). Plant fossils were compared to modern and fossil taxa imaged in online data sources, including the Chinese Virtual Herbarium (https://www.cvh.ac.cn/), the Herbarium of Kew Royal Botanic Gardens (http://apps.kew.org/), and the Cenozoic Angiosperm Database (CAD, http://www.fossil-cad.net/). All plant fossils are deposited in the Paleoeocology Collections, Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical Garden (XTBG), Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS). Rarefication, utilizing packages of iNext (V. 2.0.20) and ggplot2 (V 3.3.1) in R software (V 4.0.0), was used to estimate species richness of the Jianglang flora (SI Appendix, Fig. S5B).

Paleoclimate Recontruction. To reconstruct the paleoclimate quantitatively we employed CLAMP (http://clamp.iccas.ac.cn), which is used widely for paleoclimate reconstruction (38). Leaf layer 5 (XZBGJLS) yielded 31 fossil morphotypes satisfying the CLAMP minimum diversity requirement of 20, and scored (Dataset S1) using standard CLAMP protocols. Inevitably not all leaf fossils are complete, so CLAMP incorporates a completeness metric that varies between 0 (no leaves preserved) and 1 (all leaves complete). Completeness scores less than 0.6 increase the uncertainty (http://clamp.iccas.ac.cn). The Jianglang flora has a score varies between 0.8 (Dataset S1).

Using the equation of Forest et al. (34),

where $H_{low}$ is the adjusted-to-CLAMP model-derived moist enthalpy at sea level, $H_{high}$ is the CLAMP-derived moist enthalpy from the Jianglang flora, and $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity (a constant with the value 9.81 cm/s$^2$), we obtained the elevation of the flora (Z) as (340.65–325.9/9.81) × 1.50 km.

The CLAMP regression uncertainty combined with that shown by the model/CLAMP differences gave an overall uncertainty of ± 0.9 km (1 SD).

Data Availability. All study data are included in the article and SI Appendix.
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